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Abstract

State-of-the-art decision support systems for stock price prediction incorporate pattern-based event

detection in text into their predictions. These systems typically fail to account for word meaning,

even though word sense disambiguation is crucial for text understanding. Therefore, we propose an

advanced natural language processing pipeline for event-based stock price prediction, that allows

for word sense disambiguation to be incorporated in the event detection process. We identify

events in natural language news messages and subsequently weight these events for their historical

impact on stock prices. We assess the merit of word sense disambiguation in event-based stock

price prediction in two evaluation scenarios for NASDAQ-100 companies, based on historical stock

prices and news articles retrieved from Dow Jones Newswires over a 2-year period. We evaluate the

precision of generated buy and sell signals based on our predicted stock price movements, as well

as the excess returns generated by a trading strategy that acts upon these signals. Event-based

stock price predictions seem most reliable about 2 days into the future. The number of detected

events tends to reduce with over 30% when graph-based word sense disambiguation using a degree

centrality measure is applied in the event detection process, thus reducing the noise introduced

into the stock price movement predictions by high-impact ambiguous events. As a result, modest

improvements in the precision of buy and sell signals generated based on these predictions tend to

lead to vast improvements of on average about 70% in the associated excess returns.
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1. Introduction

Electronic word-of-mouth phenomena and speculative bubbles have repeatedly demonstrated

the extent to which today’s markets are affected by people’s moods and opinions. For instance,

exchange rates of cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin have been shown to be extremely sensitive to the

craze of the day (Kristoufek, 2013). Furthermore, reputation (Jansen et al., 2009), sales (Yu et al.,

2012; Rui et al., 2013), and stock ratings (Yu et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2017) tend to be significantly

influenced by subjective tweets, reviews, and other social media content. In stock markets, not

only subjective user-generated content (Yu et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2017) and rumors (van Bommel,

2003), but also arguably more objective news messages (Chan, 2003; Zhang, 2006) reporting on

relevant events have been shown to affect both trading volume and stock prices.

Stocks have been shown to exhibit abnormal returns once news messages are made publicly

available (Chan, 2003). The extent and nature of the impact of such news depends on the degree of

uncertainty around an asset (Zhang, 2006), as well as on the nature of the news messages and the

events they report on. For one, trading activity tends to increase with the number of news messages

(Mitchell & Mulherin, 1994). Additionally, merger announcements for companies with successful

past mergers tend to positively influence the stock price momentum (Rosen, 2006). Observations

like these warrant a need to identify relevant events, and to account for their effects when trading

on stock markets.

The abundance of data in this era of Big Data can be used to monitor the wants, the needs, and

the opinions of many stakeholders with respect to a topic of interest (Hogenboom et al., 2015a).

Targeted data analysis enables decision makers to identify issues and patterns that matter, and to

track and predict emerging events (Hogenboom et al., 2014). These types of analysis are no longer

limited to structured data, but tend to include more and more unstructured data like natural

language text as well (Montoyo et al., 2012; Hogenboom et al., 2015a,b). The typical focus here is

on retrieving explicit pieces of information from text, on varying levels of granularity (Chang et al.,

2006). This enables the identification of entities like companies, products, or brands in text, and

the subsequent extraction of more complex concepts, such as events in which these entities play

distinct roles (Hogenboom et al., 2013, 2016).
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Interestingly, even though state-of-the-art decision support systems already allow us to identify

events in natural language text, such events are yet to be exploited to their full extent in stock

price prediction. State-of-the-art stock price prediction methods are primarily statistics-based

approaches (Roh, 2007; Lu, 2010; Kara et al., 2011; Ariyo et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2015), with

some approaches incorporating some basic text analysis (Fawcett & Provost, 1999; Lavrenko et al.,

2000; Peramunetilleke & Wong, 2002; Hagenau et al., 2013; de Fortuny et al., 2014), sentiment

analysis (Ahmad et al., 2002; Bollen et al., 2011; Schumaker et al., 2012; Feuerriegel & Prendinger,

2016), or pattern-based event detection (Seo et al., 2002; Nuij et al., 2014) into the process. Word

Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is arguably one of the most crucial steps towards text understanding

(Navigli & Velardi, 2005). Nevertheless, accounting for word meaning in stock price prediction is

not well-researched, with a notable exception being modeling local word context by using two-word

features (Hagenau et al., 2013).

In this light, we propose to assess the impact of WSD on stock price prediction. The main

contribution of our work lies in an advanced natural language processing pipeline for event-based

stock price prediction, that allows for a crucial WSD step to be incorporated in the process of

identifying events that can affect stock prices. Our stock price prediction method identifies events in

natural language news messages and subsequently weights these events for their associated impact

on stock prices. This impact stems from a statistical analysis that captures the contribution of

individual events to changes in historical stock prices. We show that both stock price prediction

precision and excess returns on the stock market are positively affected when enriching the event

extraction process with WSD.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss the state-of-the-art in

stock price prediction and WSD in Section 2. Then, we propose and evaluate our pipeline for

event-based WSD-enabled stock price prediction in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. Last, we present

our conclusions and directions for future work in Section 5.
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2. Related Work

The state-of-the-art in stock price prediction encompasses a large variety of approaches. Many

of these approaches, as discussed in Section 2.1, rely on textual data. A crucial yet typically

overlooked step in text-based stock price prediction is to identify the intended senses of ambiguous

words. Methods for doing so are discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1. Stock Price Prediction

State-of-the-art stock price prediction methods are primarily statistics-based (Roh, 2007; Lu,

2010; Kara et al., 2011; Ariyo et al., 2014; Patel et al., 2015). Some methods use basic text

analysis (Fawcett & Provost, 1999; Lavrenko et al., 2000; Peramunetilleke & Wong, 2002; Hagenau

et al., 2013; de Fortuny et al., 2014) or sentiment analysis (Ahmad et al., 2002; Bollen et al., 2011;

Schumaker et al., 2012; Feuerriegel & Prendinger, 2016) into the process. The most advanced

approaches apply a form of pattern-based event detection (Seo et al., 2002; Nuij et al., 2014).

2.1.1. Statistical Analyses

As stock price movements over time are essentially time series, some existing work approaches

stock price prediction, especially in short-term scenarios, as a time series prediction problem. For

example, Ariyo et al. (2014) successfully apply autoregressive integrated moving average models in

order to predict short-term stock price movements on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and

Nigeria Stock Exchange (NSE). Other work forecasts stock price index movements by means of

hybrid models that combine time series analyses with, e.g., artificial neural networks (Roh, 2007).

In recent years, machine-learning models like artificial neural networks have been shown to

be very effective in stock price prediction scenarios. For example, Kara et al. (2011) predict the

direction of movement in the daily Istanbul Stock Exchange (ISE) National 100 Index based on

ten technical indicators by means of artificial neural networks and support vector machines, with

the artificial neural networks yielding significantly better results than the support vector machines.

The performance of machine-learning models can be further improved by preprocessing their inputs

(Lu, 2010; Patel et al., 2015). For instance, Lu (2010) reconstructs forecasting variables by means

of an integrated independent component analysis in order for them to contain less noise, and
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subsequently feeds these variables into an artificial neural network in order to forecast stock prices

of the TAIEX and Nikkei 225 index. Patel et al. (2015) predict movements of stock and stock price

index for two Indian stocks and two Indian stock price indices by means of artificial neural networks,

support vector machines, random forests, and näıve Bayes classifiers. Patel et al. (2015) show that

the performance of these models can be improved by preprocessing the technical indicators that

serve as input for these models by representing them as trend deterministic data.

2.1.2. Text Analytics

In recent work, de Fortuny et al. (2014) provide an extensive overview of how text analytics

are exploited in state-of-the-art stock price prediction models, that typically focus on predicting

the direction of stock price movements. In light of this meta-analysis, de Fortuny et al. (2014)

propose a hybrid stock price prediction model. This model is a support vector machine that

combines technical indicators with simple bag-of-word representations of the title, the most relevant

paragraph, and the full text of news messages, as well as with the sentiment associated with

these messages. The model is evaluated on various performance metrics, and de Fortuny et al.

(2014) note that the observed performance improvements over less intricate stock price prediction

approaches vary across those metrics. This implies that stock price prediction models that include

text analytics are more suitable for decision support tools than they are for decision making tools

– human judgment remains crucial when analyzed text is ambiguous, especially when it is not or

poorly disambiguated.

Nevertheless, many existing approaches steer clear from a hybrid approach, and attempt to

maximize the benefits of text analytics in stock price prediction. For example, Fawcett & Provost

(1999) present a framework that monitors news messages for keywords signalling a positive trend,

and as such predicts positive spikes in stock prices. Similarly, Ahmad et al. (2002) attempt to

predict stock price trends based on specific keywords in news messages. Ahmad et al. (2002) show

that changes in the frequency of positive words in news messages correlate well with changes in the

Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) 100 index. Similarly, Peramunetilleke & Wong (2002)

show that currency exchange rate movements can be predicted by using probabilistic rules that

account for keywords in news headlines.
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More advanced approaches do not focus on specific keywords, but rather on the text as a whole

when predicting trends in financial markets. For example, Lavrenko et al. (2000) correlate the

content of news stories with trends in financial time series, and then identify relevant news messages

that are highly indicative of future trends. Lavrenko et al. (2000) demonstrate that a Bayesian

model can profitably predict stock prices based on the recommended news messages. In other

work, Hagenau et al. (2013) make a first attempt at accounting for word meaning when predicting

stock prices based on the text of relevant news messages. Their bag-of-words representation of

news messages includes two-word features that aim to capture the local context of words. Bollen

et al. (2011) demonstrate that the movements of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index

can be predicted based on public moods, mined from a Twitter feed. Similarly, Schumaker et al.

(2012) and Feuerriegel & Prendinger (2016) incorporate the sentiment associated with relevant news

messages into a machine-learning model that predicts price movements for the associated stocks.

They demonstrate how accounting for the sentiment conveyed by relevant text can significantly

improve the effectiveness of stock trading strategies in terms of profits, but at the cost of risk.

2.1.3. Event Detection

Rather than using individual words, their context, and their conveyed sentiment as direct

proxies for stock price movements, some approaches use such textual cues in order to detect relevant

events that are described in text. These detected events are subsequently used in order to predict

stock price movements or to make buy or sell decisions on stock markets. An extensive survey of

event detection in general was done by Hogenboom et al. (2016).

An early example of an application of event detection in financial markets is Warren, i.e., an

ensemble of intelligent agents, designed to assist humans in financial markets (Seo et al., 2002).

One of the tasks performed by Warren is to classify news messages about companies of interest

as either positive facts, positive forecasts, neutral, negative forecasts, or negative facts. Warren

classifies news messages by using a näıve Bayes classifier that focuses on frequently collocated

phrases in sentences that contain the name of a company of interest.

In later work, StockWatcher (Micu et al., 2008) was introduced. This application aims to

aggregate news messages about companies, their competitors, their most important employees,
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and their industry. Additionally, StockWatcher classifies the effects of the events described by

these news messages on stock prices as either positive, neutral, or negative. The system relies on an

ontology with information about industries, companies, people, and economic events. Furthermore,

StockWatcher uses pre-defined heuristics in order to quantify the impact of the economic events in

the news messages on stock prices.

In more recent work, Nuij et al. (2014) detect financial events in large amounts of news messages

and subsequently use these events in order to determine whether to buy or sell stocks for companies

of interest. Their system relies on a domain-specific ontology that contains properties and lexical

representations of companies. This ontology is used in order to detect relevant concepts in news

messages. These concepts are subsequently mapped onto relevant events by applying semantic,

morphological, syntactical, and typographical patterns. By means of a genetic programming ap-

proach, Nuij et al. (2014) combine the events thus detected with technical indicators into trading

rules that determine whether to buy or sell stocks.

2.2. Word Sense Disambiguation

With many of the state-of-the-art stock price prediction models discussed in Section 2.1 (partly)

relying on textual data, dealing with ambiguity in natural language is an essential, but to the best

of our knowledge typically overlooked step in the analysis. In order to be able to reason with

the information in text, one must accurately understand this information. Identifying the correct

senses of the words in the context in which they are used, i.e., Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD)

is one of the most crucial steps towards text understanding (Navigli & Velardi, 2005).

Automated WSD has applications in many, disparate natural language processing tasks, where

it typically serves as an intermediary step towards a specific goal. Notable applications can be found

in machine translation (Brown et al., 1991; Hutchins & Somers, 1992), query-driven information

retrieval (Krovetz & Croft, 1992; Sanderson, 1994), and numerous information extraction and

knowledge acquisition applications like sentiment analysis (Heerschop et al., 2011a,b; Hogenboom

et al., 2014, 2015b), the uncovering of a social network of people in biographical texts (van de

Camp & van den Bosch, 2012), the extraction of a domain taxonomy from a collection of texts

(Meijer et al., 2014), and the extraction of tips for product improvements from reviews (Zhu et al.,
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2018). Nowadays, WSD is typically considered to be a largely solved problem that can be tackled in

various ways, with most approaches being either corpus-based (Section 2.2.1) or knowledge-based

(Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1. Corpus-Based Approaches

The premise of corpus-based approaches to WSD is that large collections of text provide suf-

ficient examples of words in various contexts, and that machine-learning classifiers can use these

examples in order to identify the senses of words in similar pieces of text based on the context

of these words. Typical training methods for such classifiers are supervised, semi-supervised, or

unsupervised.

The training and evaluation of corpus-based WSD approaches requires large collections of pieces

of text, where ambiguous words are annotated with their correct senses. Two of such widely used

corpora are SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) and Senseval (ACL-SIGLEX, 1998), both of which encode

word senses as distinct concepts in WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998). WordNet is a vast lexical resource

that is organized into sets of cognitive synonyms, i.e., synsets that can be differentiated based on

their part-of-speech (POS) type. Each out of the 117,659 synsets in WordNet expresses a distinct

concept and is linked to other synsets through various types of relations like synonymy, antonymy,

hyponymy, or meronymy. SemCor is the largest publicly available sense-tagged corpus. It is

composed of 352 documents extracted from the Brown Corpus (Francis & Kucera, 1964), which is

a million-word balanced collection of English texts that were published in the United States in 1961.

In SemCor, for 186 of these documents, all of the 192,639 nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs

are annotated with their part-of-speech (POS), lemma, and WordNet synset, whereas for 166

documents only 41,497 verbs are annotated with their POS, lemma, and WordNet synset. Senseval

was a series of workshops (Kilgarriff, 1998; Edmonds & Cotton, 2001; Mihalcea & Edmonds, 2004)

where WSD systems were evaluated on specific WSD tasks, and the data for these tasks is still

available.

Supervised machine-learning approaches to WSD require large amounts of annotated data from

corpora like SemCor and Senseval in order to train a classifier. Some of these approaches represent

all annotated training instances in memory and then compare each new and unclassified instance
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to the ones in memory in order to determine its most likely word sense (Ng, 1997a; Fuji et al.,

1998; Hoste et al., 2002; Decadt et al., 2004). Other methods aim to distill a set of (hierarchical)

rules from the training instances and then use these rules in order to determine the word senses of

unseen instances (Kelly & Stone, 1975; Black, 1988; Mooney, 1996; Yarowsky, 1994, 2000; Agirre

& Martinez, 2000; Pedersen, 2001). Other approaches involve statistical models that maximize

the conditional probabilities of the senses of words given their context using, e.g., näıve Bayes

classifiers (Mooney, 1996; Ng, 1997b; Leacock et al., 1998; Bruce & Wiebe, 1998; Le & Shimazu,

2004). Support vector machines (Lee & Ng, 2002; Lee et al., 2004; Joshi et al., 2005; Buscaldi et al.,

2006) and neural networks (Cottrell, 1989; Veronis & Ide, 1990; Chung et al., 2002; Lu et al., 2004;

Tsatsaronis et al., 2007; Iacobacci et al., 2016) have been shown to be well-performing supervised

machine-learning approaches to WSD as well.

The downside of supervised machine-learning methods is that they require large amounts of

annotated data. Semi-supervised methods like bootstrapping (Hearst, 1991; Yarowsky, 1995; Mi-

halcea & Moldovan, 2001) mitigate this concern by using only a small seed set of annotated data

in order to train an initial WSD classifier. This initial classifier is used to automatically annotate

a large amount of data. The samples that are annotated with the highest confidence are then used

as additional data for (iteratively) retraining the WSD classifier. Unsupervised clustering-based

approaches (Pedersen & Bruce, 1997; Niu et al., 2004; Ji, 2010) have been proven to be effective

methods too.

2.2.2. Knowledge-Based Approaches

Alternative WSD approaches exploit representations of real-world knowledge with respect to the

senses of words in a specific context, rather than obtaining these insights from sense-tagged corpora.

Some of these approaches attempt to match the context of ambiguous words with descriptions of

senses in dictionaries (Lesk, 1986; Cowie et al., 1992). Other approaches exploit thesauri, capturing

synonyms and antonyms in semantic categories that serve as a proxy for word senses (Walker, 1987;

Yarowsky, 1992). The application of dictionaries and thesauri has had limited success, since their

lack of pragmatic information renders dictionaries and thesauri primarily useful for use by humans

rather than by machines (Ide & Veronis, 1998). Conversely, lexical repositories like WordNet
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(Fellbaum, 1998) capture lexical representations, descriptions, and relations of words in a way that

is optimized for machine-interpretability of semantic categories, and have as such been shown to

be very useful in WSD.

One intuitive way of disambiguating the sense of a word using a lexical repository like WordNet

is to pick the semantic category of the sense that is closest to the semantic categories that represent

the local context of the word. This distance between two semantic categories can be measured in

terms of the length of the shortest path of hierarchical is-a and part-of relations between these

categories (Rada et al., 1989; Patwardhan et al., 2003). In order to account for the specificity of

deeper semantic categories, the path-based distance can be decreased proportionally to the depth

of the semantic categories in the hierarchy (Leacock & Chodorow, 1998). Moreover, in addition

to the vertical is-a and part-of relations, horizontal relations like synonym and antonym relations

can be accounted for as well, by favoring shorter paths with few direction changes over longer

paths with many direction changes (Hirst & St-Onge, 1998). An alternative way of measuring the

distance between two semantic categories is to measure the length of the path to their nearest,

most specific shared ancestor, i.e., the least common subsumer (Wu & Palmer, 1994).

Another way of disambiguating word senses using a lexical repository is to account for the

specificity of semantic categories by quantifying their information content. This information con-

tent is typically inversely proportional to the likelihood of a semantic category to occur in a text.

Resnik (1995) proposes to use the information content of the least common subsumer of two se-

mantic categories as a proxy for their similarity – the more specific the least common subsumer,

the more similar the word senses are. Thus, the information content of the least common sub-

sumer can be used to identify the semantic category of the word sense that is most similar to the

semantic categories of the local context of a word. In this process, one can additionally account

for the discrepancy between the information content of the actual semantic categories of the local

context and of those semantic categories representing the potential word senses (Jiang & Conrath,

1997; Lin, 1997). The algorithm of Jiang & Conrath (1997) has been shown to be one of the most

effective WSD algorithms based on path length and/or information content (Patwardhan et al.,

2003).
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The aforementioned WSD methods guided by path-based semantic similarity or by information

content focus on disambiguating the senses of individual words one by one. Conversely, another

class of WSD algorithms disambiguates all senses in a piece of text collectively – the more com-

putationally intensive WSD algorithms that rely on graph-based similarities between word senses

(Mihalcea, 2005; Navigli & Lapata, 2007, 2010; Sinha & Mihalcea, 2007; Amancio et al., 2012;

Koppula et al., 2017; Correa Jr. et al., 2018; Correa Jr. & Amancio, 2019). Such graph-based

methods typically consist of three steps (Sinha & Mihalcea, 2007). First, all possible word senses

are represented as nodes in a graph, with edges between them signalling (the extent of) interde-

pendencies that are derived from annotated data or lexical repositories. Second, all of these senses

are assigned a score, based on their centrality in the graph. Last, for each ambiguous word, the

sense with the highest graph centrality score is selected.

The interdependencies between word senses can be derived from their similarities, as quantified

by the length of the shortest path between them (Hirst & St-Onge, 1998). This can be combined

with the information content of these senses as well – for example, Sinha & Mihalcea (2007) propose

an algorithm that uses the Jiang & Conrath (1997) algorithm for nouns, the Leacock & Chodorow

(1998) algorithm for verbs, and the Lesk (1986) algorithm for adjectives and adverbs. Alternatively,

the overlap in terms of the number of tokens that word senses have in common can serve as a proxy

for their interdependencies (Mihalcea, 2005). Another method is to simply use a lexical repository

like WordNet to identify how all senses of the words in a piece of text are directly or indirectly

connected (Navigli & Lapata, 2010).

Graph centrality scoring algorithms come in a variety of shapes and forms. These algorithms

are typically either global or local algorithms. Global graph centrality scoring algorithms evaluate

and attempt to maximize the overall connectivity of the graph of a text’s selected word senses.

Conversely, local graph centrality scoring algorithms evaluate the connectivity of individual word

senses in a graph, and select those word senses that have the highest connectivity. Such local

algorithms tend to outperform global ones (Navigli & Lapata, 2007, 2010). A popular local graph

connectivity measure is the degree centrality (Freeman, 1979), which in its simplest form captures

the number of connections a word sense has with other word senses in the graph. PageRank
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(Brin & Page, 1998) and eigenvector centrality measures (Bonacich, 1972) are more sophisticated

variants of this, that assign more weight to connections to highly connected word senses. Degree

centrality measures have been shown to be the best performing measures for WSD purposes (Sinha

& Mihalcea, 2007; Navigli & Lapata, 2010). Other centrality measures account for the distance

between word senses in the graph. For instance, the closeness centrality (Sabidussi, 1966) of a word

sense is inversely proportional to the total shortest distance from a word sense to all other word

senses in the graph, thus favoring word senses that are closest to all other word senses. Another

distance-based centrality measure for a word sense is the betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1979),

which captures the fraction of shortest paths between word senses in the graph that pass through

the former word sense.

3. Word Sense Disambiguation in Event-Based Stock Price Prediction

With the most advanced stock price prediction approaches relying on event detection, yet

failing to account for the intended senses of ambiguous words, we propose StockWatcher 2.0 – an

advanced natural language processing pipeline for event-based stock price prediction, that allows

for a crucial WSD step to be incorporated in the process of identifying events that can affect stock

prices. Our approach identifies events in natural language news messages and subsequently weights

these events for their associated impact on stock prices when forecasting stock price movements.

StockWatcher 2.0 builds upon our previous work, i.e., StockWatcher (Micu et al., 2008). The

initial version of StockWatcher identifies economic events described in news messages about com-

panies, their competitors, their most important employees, and their industry. StockWatcher then

uses pre-defined heuristics in order to quantify the impact of these events on stock prices. In Stock-

Watcher 2.0, we replace these heuristics with a statistical analysis that captures the contribution

of individual economic events to changes in historical stock prices. Moreover, StockWatcher 2.0

extends StockWatcher by incorporating WSD in the event detection process. Figure 1 visualizes

our event-based stock price prediction process with support for WSD.
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Figure 1: Overview of our event-based stock price prediction framework. Solid arrows signal the information flow,
whereas dashed arrows indicate a used-by relationship.

3.1. Inputs

StockWatcher 2.0 has three distinct input sources. The first source is a collection of historical

daily stock opening and closing prices, as well as daily index opening and closing prices. In

this work, we focus this collection on NASDAQ-100 listed companies and hence the associated

NASDAQ index. The second source consists of news items that are relevant to the companies

of interest. StockWatcher 2.0 ingests these new messages via RSS feeds and categorizes them

by company by means of named entity recognition based on known lexical representations of the

considered companies. The third input source is a knowledge base with representations of economic

events. Each event is represented by a set of lemmas (i.e., the canonical forms) of the nouns, verbs,

adjectives, and adverbs that typically describe it. For events that require disambiguation, we store

the POS and WordNet senses of the lemmas as well. Additionally, we store the impact over time

– i.e., 0, 2, and 4 days – of each event on each of the considered companies.

We compute the impact of events on stock prices using a formula that is inspired by the

field of sentiment analysis, where Cesarano et al. (2006) determine the contribution of individual

words to an opinion by means of a pseudo-expected value computation. Similarly, we compute the

contribution of individual events to changes in stock prices. We model the impact wect of event
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ec for company c on its associated stock price, t days after day d of the event’s occurrence, as the

weighted average of the daily relative importance (i.e., occurrence rate or prevalence) of this event,

with the daily weights being the associated stock price changes t days into the future, i.e.,

wect =

∑
d∈D

(
|ecd|∑

e′
cd
∈Ecd
|e′cd|
·
p′
c(d+t)

−pcd
pcd

)
∑

d∈D

(
p′
c(d+t)

−pcd
pcd

) , (1)

with day d in all considered days D in the historical observations, |ecd| the total frequency of event

e for company c on day d, Ecd all events for company c on day d, pcd the opening stock price of

company c on day d, and p′c(d+t) the closing stock price of company c on day d + t.

3.2. News Message Processing

In order to detect economic events in news messages, StockWatcher 2.0 subjects these news

messages to a series of text processing steps. First, the text is split into sentences and words by

means of regular expressions. Then, StockWatcher 2.0 determines the POS and lemma of each

resulting word. The word senses of ambiguous lemmas are subsequently identified by means of a

graph-based WSD component that implements the approach of Sinha & Mihalcea (2007). We have

selected this algorithm over the others discussed in Section 2.2 as it is an unsupervised algorithm

that has been shown to have superior performance to other unsupervised WSD algorithms in the

past (Sinha & Mihalcea, 2007) and that does not require as much training data as alternative

approaches like those based on word embeddings do (Iacobacci et al., 2016). As such, for each

ambiguous lemma, a graph with all of the possible senses of the other lemmas with the same POS

in the sentence is created, and their interdependencies are scored with the Jiang & Conrath (1997)

algorithm for nouns, the Leacock & Chodorow (1998) algorithm for verbs, and the Lesk (1986)

algorithm for adjectives and adverbs (all words with the same POS are disambiguated together).

This in turn allows for the sense with the highest degree centrality score (Freeman, 1979) to be

selected. The resulting lemmas and, where applicable, disambiguated word senses are then matched

against the lemmas and their associated word senses in the knowledge base with economic events in
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order to identify events. The latter step is only performed for sentences that mention the company

of interest, as well as the sentences that precede or succeed these sentences, as the events in these

sentences are most likely relevant for the company of interest (Micu et al., 2008).

3.3. Outputs

StockWatcher 2.0 produces two different types of output. First, it produces a chronological

overview of news items for a company of interest, along with a chart that displays the observed

historical stock prices for this company. Second, StockWatcher 2.0 predicts the relative change p̃cdt

in the stock price of a company c, in a time window of t days between day d and d + t, based on

the sum of each detected company-specific event weight wect for event ec out of all detected events

Ecd for company c on day d on the associated stock price, i.e.,

p̃cdt =
∑

ec∈Ecd

wect. (2)

4. Evaluation

We evaluate the impact of WSD in our natural language processing pipeline for event-based

stock price prediction in two application scenarios. The setup of these evaluations is detailed in

Section 4.1. The results are discussed in Section 4.2.

4.1. Experimental Setup

In our evaluation, we focus on the 48 largest companies listed in the NASDAQ-100. Our

training set consists of historical stock prices and news articles for these companies, retrieved from

Dow Jones Newswires (Dow Jones, 2011) for January 1, 2010 to December 31, 2010. The training

set thus constructed contains 16,685 news articles, i.e., 348 articles on average per company, with

a standard deviation of 495. We use a similar test set, which covers the historical stock prices

and all 17,589 news articles for our considered companies (366 articles on average per company,

with a standard deviation of 598), extracted from Dow Jones Newswires for January 1, 2011 to

December 31, 2011. As such, our data set covers a wide range of companies from various industries,
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thus allowing for more generalizable findings. Moreover, our data set and spans over multiple years,

which allows us to mitigate potential seasonal or periodic fluctuations on the stock markets.

We use our training set to determine the empirical impact of each of our considered events on

each of our 48 companies of interest, 0, 2, and 4 days after an event occurrence. On our test set, we

use these trained company-specific weights, i.e., C0, C2, and C4, as well as weights averaged over

all companies, i.e., A0, A2, and A4, to predict stock price changes in 0, 2, or 4 days, respectively.

For each parameter set, we evaluate the performance of three distinct stock price prediction

methods. Our baseline method, i.e., Baseline, predicts random stock price changes, uniformly

distributed between −1 and 1. The second prediction method, i.e., Events is our event-driven

method as described in Section 3, but without WSD. The third prediction method in our evaluation,

i.e., WSDEvents, is the event-driven method as described in Section 3, with the Sinha & Mihalcea

(2007) WSD approach enabled. We evaluate the statistical significance of observed differences in

performance between these methods by means of a paired two-sample two-tailed t-test.

We evaluate the three stock price prediction methods in two distinct application scenarios. In

our first scenario, we use our predicted stock price movements to generate buy (positive predicted

change) and sell (negative predicted change) signals, and evaluate the precision of these signals

based on the actual historical stock price movements. In the second scenario, we evaluate the

excess returns realized by following up on our generated buy and sell signals, compared to the

actual −1.80% returns on the NASDAQ index in 2011. We start with a fictive investment capital

of $1,000 for each of our 48 considered companies, and follow up on each generated buy or sell

signal by going long (buy) or short (sell) with the full investment capital available for that company

at that point in time. We then evaluate the excess returns at the end of this simulated year.

We consider a set of 240 distinct events, stemming from our previous work (Micu et al., 2008).

All events are listed in Table 1. When we do not apply WSD, we can detect 23,729 occurrences of

these events in our training set (i.e., on average 494 events per company, with a standard deviation

of 685), and 26,322 events in our test set (i.e., on average 548 events per company, with a standard

deviation of 882). When we apply WSD, the number of detected event occurrences reduces to 16,267

events in our training set (i.e., on average 339 events per company, with a standard deviation of
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Events
share advance market part up under expectation lose suit new contract
share ascend market percentage grow under expected value monopoly* partnership*

share ascent market percentage rise widespread loss suit* income decline
share boost market percentage up block deal product defect income decrease
share climb market portion grow delay deal product flaw income dip
share grow market portion rise lose contract security flaw income down
share heighten market portion up lost contract security problem income drop
share increase solidify position miss contract software defect income fell
share jump strengthen position postpone deal software flaw income loss
share lift acquire contract refuse bid bad economy income reduce
share propel acquire deal refuse contract global crisis income sink
share rise attain contract refuse deal recession* income slice
share up business deal reject bid income boost income trim
stock advance close deal reject contract income climb earning decline
stock ascend finalize deal reject deal income gain earning decrease
stock ascent gain contract turn down bid income growth earning dip
stock boost gain deal turn down contract income increase earning down
stock climb get contract turn down deal income jump earning drop
stock grow get deal share decline income raise earning fell
stock heighten new deal share decrease income rise earning loss
stock increase sign agreement share descend earning boost earning sink
stock jump sign contract share dip earning climb earning slice
stock lift sign deal share down earning gain earning trim
stock propel anticipate earning share drop earning growth revenue bad
stock rise anticipate profit share fall earning increase revenue decline
stock up exceed expectation share fell earning jump revenue decrease
bring out exceed expected value share sink earning rise revenue dip
issue* expect earning share slice revenue boost revenue down
launch* expect profit stock decline revenue climb revenue drop
new application forecast earning stock decrease revenue earn revenue fell
new product forecast profit stock descend revenue gain revenue loss
new service surpass expectation stock dip revenue growth revenue reduce
new software surpass expected value stock down revenue increase revenue sink
new technology anticipate losings stock drop revenue jump revenue trim
publish* anticipate loss stock fall revenue raise profit bad
release* anticipate losses stock fell revenue rise profit decline
dividend boost bad result stock sink profit boost profit decrease
dividend climb below expectation stock slice profit climb profit dip
dividend gain below expected value dividend decrease profit gain profit down
dividend growth company losings loss dividend profit growth profit drop
dividend increase company loss low earning profit increase profit fell
dividend jump company losses low income profit jump profit loss
dividend raise expect losings low profit profit raise profit reduce
dividend rise expect loss low revenue profit rise profit sink
market gain expect losses anti trust turn profit profit trim
market increase forecast losings case* good result copyright infringement
market part grow forecast loss lawsuit alliance copyright violation
market part rise forecast losses lose case expand* trademark violation

Table 1: Overview of the lemmas for our considered events. Events marked with * require WSD.

438) and 17,943 events in our test set (i.e., on average 374 events per company, with a standard

deviation of 545). Clearly, the application of WSD causes fewer events to be detected, since the

WSD process implies that only specific rather than all senses of a lemma trigger the detection of

an event. This should, however, mainly reduce the false positive rate for event detection, and thus

improve the performance of StockWatcher 2.0.
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Parameters Baseline Events WSDEvents

C0 0.491 0.502 0.506
C2 0.486 0.500 0.500
C4 0.494 0.505 0.493
A0 0.491 0.509 0.509
A2 0.486 0.530a 0.533a

A4 0.494 0.503 0.497

Table 2: Overall precision of buy and sell signals generated by our considered stock price prediction methods. Values
marked with a differ statistically significantly from the associated values for the Baseline method, at p < 0.05. The
best performance is printed in bold for each method.

4.2. Experimental Results

We evaluate the stock price movements predicted by our baseline, our event-driven method

without WSD, and our event-driven method with WSD, in terms of their performance in two

scenarios. The first scenario involves generating buy and sell signals (Section 4.2.1) and evaluating

their precision. The second scenario involves guiding a stock investment strategy by these signals

(Section 4.2.2) and evaluating the resulting excess returns. We discuss the implications of our

findings in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1. Buy and Sell Signals

Table 2 shows that including WSD in the event-based prediction process yields negligible differ-

ences in signal precision compared to not including WSD in this process. Furthermore, either form

of event-based stock price prediction yields modest improvements of, on average, about 4% over

our baseline in terms of signal precision. A notable exception to this pattern is the significant 9%

precision improvement over the baseline for signals stemming from event-based predictions of stock

prices for 2 days after a set of observed events, when using the impact of these events averaged

over all companies.

Interestingly, using average rather than per-company weights for events tends to result in signal

precision scores that are approximately 3% higher. Furthermore, the precision of buy and sell

signals guided by event-based predictions of stock price movements tends to be maximized when

evaluating the impact of detected events 2 days after their occurrence.
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Parameters Baseline Events WSDEvents

C0 1.873% 1.908% a 3.995% ab

C2 1.521% -2.376% a 2.952% ab

C4 -2.795% 2.869% a 1.829% ab

A0 1.873% 4.691% a 5.143% a

A2 1.521% 6.897%a 6.215%ab

A4 -2.795% 2.978% a 6.028% ab

Table 3: Overall excess returns generated by acting upon buy and sell signals generated by our considered stock
price prediction methods. Values marked with a differ statistically significantly from the associated values for the
Baseline method, and those marked with b differ statistically significantly from the associated values for the Events
method, at p < 0.05. The best performance is printed in bold for each method.

4.2.2. Excess Returns

The comparably modest improvements in signal precision tend to yield vast, statistically signif-

icant improvements in terms of excess returns that are generated by a stock trading strategy that is

guided by these signals. Table 3 shows that this is the case when comparing event-based stock price

prediction methods to our baseline, as well as when comparing WSD-enabled event-based stock

price prediction with a similar method that does not use WSD. On average, event-based stock price

movement prediction without WSD already yields excess returns that are significantly higher than

those generated by our baseline with over 100%. Using WSD in event-based stock price movement

prediction even leads to significant increases in excess returns of, on average, about 200% compared

to our baseline, and about 70% compared to not using WSD.

Another interesting observation that can be made in Table 3 is that using average rather than

per-company weights for events tends to yield excess returns that are on average about 150%

higher. Furthermore, the excess returns generated by a stock trading strategy guided event-based

predictions of stock price movements tends to be maximized when evaluating the impact of detected

events 2 days after their occurrence.

4.2.3. Discussion

One of the most striking observations in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 is that very modest and

mostly statistically insignificant changes in the precision of generated buy and sell signals lead

to vast improvements in excess returns. An explanation for this phenomenon lies in the earlier

observation that, when generating buy and sell signals based on event-based predictions of stock
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price movements, the number of detected events and thus the number of generated buy and sell

signals tends to greatly reduce when WSD is enabled. As a result, the returns of our stock trading

strategy are less affected by the noise introduced by ambiguous pieces of text that may or may

not be describing relevant events. Moreover, these ambiguous events are typically associated with

historical impacts that are between 100% and 400% higher than those found for the non-ambiguous

events, thus rendering the ambiguous events typically comparably high-impact.

Another interesting observation for both signal precision and excess returns of a trading strategy

guided by event-based stock price movement predictions is that average rather than per-company

weights for events tend to yield better results. A possible cause for this lies in the company-specific

event weights being more prone to overfitting, and the average weights across all companies being

more appropriate for generalizing the impact of specific types of events on businesses in a market.

Moreover, this suggests that the impact of specific events does not differ all that much across

companies, and instead is rather universal.

The results discussed in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 also show that performance in terms of signal

precision and excess returns tends to be optimized when predicting stock prices about 2 days into

the future. This suggests that the full impact of events may not be immediately reflected in stock

prices – at least not in the most consistent way. As such, stock prices 2 days after an event reflect

this event’s impact most reliably.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed and evaluated an advanced natural language processing pipeline

for event-based stock price prediction, that allows for a crucial WSD step to be incorporated in the

process of identifying events that can affect stock prices. Our approach is to first identify events in

natural language news messages and to subsequently weight these events for their historical impact

on stock prices.

The impact of an event on stock prices tends to generalize well across the NASDAQ-100 com-

panies in our validation data. Additionally, this impact can most accurately be predicted in 2 days

after an event’s occurrence, as demonstrated by the maximized precision in generated buy and sell
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signals as well as the maximized excess returns when employing a 2-day horizon for the underlying

stock price predictions.

When predicting stock price movements based on events, the number of detected events tends

to greatly reduce when graph-based WSD using a degree centrality measure is applied in the event

detection process. Enabling WSD thus reduces the noise introduced into the stock price movement

predictions by comparably high-impact ambiguous events. As a result, modest improvements in

the precision of buy and sell signals generated based on these predictions tend to lead to vast

improvements in the associated excess returns.

Our encouraging findings warrant various directions of future research. First, a systematic

evaluation of various (alternative) types of WSD methods could be an interesting avenue for future

research – our considered graph-based WSD approach has the advantages of being unsupervised

and producing high-quality output, yet approaches that, e.g., sacrifice output quality for lower

computational complexity could be of interest in the financial domain as well. Furthermore, the

merits of WSD in event-based stock price prediction could be evaluated in more complex trading

strategies, for instance by accounting for dividend rates, borrowing fees, stop-loss orders, hedging,

and not going all-in per se when acting upon a generated buy or sell signal. In light of the latter, one

could consider modeling and accounting for the confidence in the stock price movement prediction

underlying the generated signal. Last, when predicting stock price movements, future research

could incorporate a more explicit notion of human sentiment with respect to relevant news articles,

detected by means of state-of-the-art automated sentiment analysis techniques.
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